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CONFiDENTIAl] -I-6

SUMMARY

Preliminary investigations indicate that solutions may exist for

the major problems associated •ith the recovery of portions of a recon-

naissance satellite. A method is described for recovering heat-sensitive

items, such as photographic film, and the veight penalties involved are

estimated. A payload of 50 lb of film, for example, could be recovered

at a total expense in veight of about 225 lb.
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A area projected in the drag direction

CD coefficient of drag

o specific heat

a eccentricity of the ellipse describing the motion of
a body about the earth

g acceleration of gravity at sea level

h altitude

h0  oonductilvity

R radius (mean) of the earth

r radius from the earth's center to the vehicle and/or
recovery package

T temperature

t time

V velocity

AV incremental velocity added to the recovery package

W weight

X range measured oa the earth' s surface from addition
of AV to impact

a exponent of the density approximation (a *'Gh)

7 angle between the velocity of a body and the horimontal

0 the angle of the incremental velocity with respect to
the orbital velocity

P the gravitational constant

V' ratio of propellant weight to gross weight for a
rocket motor

POO sea level air density
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v

a ratio of air density at altitude to that at sea level

angle between the radius vector from the earth' s center
to a body moving about the earth, measured from the
radius vector to the apogee of the ellipse which de-
scribes the body's motion.
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I. INTRODUCTION

. Development of a method for recovering certain item intact from a

reconnaissance satellite is _e..l = - z-a--9,,S. amount

of information a satellite could gather would be substantiall inereased.

Materials (film, living tissue, etc.) could be examined detail to

learn environmental effects. Also, photographi erage of the earth's

surface could be realized prior to evelopment of a dependable TV

linkage for satellite less direct benefit would be knowledge

derived Aking out successful recovery techniques: refinement of

h techniques may be a necessary prelude to serious consideration of

/manned space flight.

'Ammsft&recovery.4 mud1 of a satellite payloadA,( contingent

upon three conditions-:

,,1. The trajectory of the orbiting payload must be modified so that

it will intersect the earth's surface at a specified time and location.

*,¢ Payload item must be protected from aerodynamic heating during

re-entry into the earth's atmosphere.

3. The payload must be located and retrieved promptly after it

impacts.

This iemom * d investigates these three conditions and suggests a method

for reco g useful material from an orbiting vehicle.
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II. FLIGHT NMCHANICS

The natural decay of a satellite orbit due to atmospheric drag will

cause the body to return to the earth. The impact point could be pre.

dicted by observing the body during its re-entry into the atmosphere, but

there would be no control over the location of the impact point. However,

the position of the impact point can be selected--to morn degree of

accuracy--by changing the velocity vector of the package to be recovered.

This could be done by using a rocket to apply thrust to the package after

it separates from the orbiting body either to change the magnitude, or the

direction and magnitude, of the velocity of the package relative to the

circular orbital velocity vector. The descent range and the re-entry con-

ditions of the package are a function of the initial orbital altitude and of

the direction and magnitude of the velocity increment.

The velocity for a circular orbit at any radial distance can be

expressed as

orb a orb

where p is the gravitational constant and is taken to be 1.41008 x 1016

ft 3 /seO2 .

In general, the magnitude of the resultant velocity of the package is

V - /(Vo r b)2 + ((&V)2 + 2 Vorb AV Cos 0

where 0 is the angle of the velocity Increment AV measured clockwise from

the orbital velocity vector as shown in the following sketch.
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Vo

V

The angle between this resultant velocity vector and the instan.

taneous horizontal is given by

AV sinG

torb + AV coo V

The eccentricity of the ellipse can be written as

el /1 -(2"- V-•r)vrI Cos2 7

where V is the resultant velocity and r is the orbital radius.

The range angle, measured at the center of the earth, from this point

to the apogee of the ellipse is given by

1 v2r coo2 7

coo eu

and the range angle from the apogee to the surface of the earth (r R H) Is

given by

1 V2r 2 r

S EC E- T con
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Therefore, the total descent range from the point where the velocity

increment is added to the surface of the earth In given by

X - R (0 + 02)

for a vacuum re-entry trajectory.

For the case of a velocity increment directed rearward (0 - 1800),

these equations simplify to

V Vorb - AV

7=0

V2re -1---

0 0

1 V2r r

and

X-R 2

The variation of vacuum range to impact as a function of velocity

increment is given in Fig. 1 for initial orbital altitudes of 1509 300,

and 500 statut6 miles for the case of a rearward increment (0 a 180I).

It can be seen that a velocity increment of at least 2000 ft/see Is

required If the descent range is to be less than 3000 n mi for an initial

orbital altitude of 300 mi. The re-entry trajectory of a typical body

will intersect the earth at a point roughly 200 mi short of the vaeum

distance due to the Influence of the atmospheric drM.
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The effect of varying the angle of the velocity increment 0 isho

in Fig. 2 for an initial orbital altitude of 300 ai and a velocity

Increment of 3000 ft/see. Values of o of 90 dog and 18 dog give

approximately equal vacuum descent ranges, but the re-entry trajectories

are ,-wenvhat different.

An estimate of the sensitivity of descent ranp to errors In the

magnitude and direction of the velocity increment can be obtained from

these graphs. For a 300 mi orbit and AV a 3000 ft/sec vith 0 w 1800,

the slopes are )X/1AV w - 0.27 n mi/ft/sec and 3X/;0 - - 2T7.1 n

al/dog. If the velocity increment is added at an angle of about 130 dog

from the direction of motion, the slope ; X/ ýO is seen to be near zero,

and only a velocity error would contribute to the Impact point uncertainty#

The velocity and path angle of the ellipse at a given altitude above

the earth can be found from the following equations. The velocity, at an

altitude i, is

Vh,2 . 2+ p 2

and the path angle is given by

where rh. R + h and the term (V r cos 7) Is evaluated at orbital altitude

after the velocity Increment has been added.

The Initial conditions for re-entry into the atmosphere at a nomital

altitude of 250,000 ft are presented in Fig. 3a,b. Figure 3& shove the

variation of re-entry velocity and path angle for three initial orbital
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altitudes and several velocity increments for the case of 0 a 180°. For

comqprison, the re-entry conditions for a 5500 n mi ICBM fired at various

ranges using its full velocity potential are indicated by the nearly

horizontal dashed line. The points on this curve cover the re-entry

conditions for the missile fired on trajectories which vary from the

3000 mi low case through saximum range to the 5000 mi high trajectory.

Thus, we see that the terminal portions of the trajectories for the

recovery of a package from a satellite in a circular orbit around the

earth are similar to the re-entry trajectories of a 5500 n mi ICBM when

fired at shorter ranges on low non-optimum trajectories.

Figure 3b is included to show the effect of varying the angle of

the velocity increment for the case of a 300 mi orbital altitude and a

velocity increment of 3000 ft/sec. The dashed curve, representing an

orbital altitude of 300 mi with varying velocity increments added at

o - 1800, is repeated from Fig. 3a. It is seen that the re-entry

conditions vary symmetrically around 0 a 1800 while the total vacuum

descent range as shown in Fig. 2 does not. It is interesting to note

that the re-entry velocity resulting from a 3000 ft/sec increment added

at angles of less than about 110 deg or more than about 250 deg is

greater than the local circular orbital velocity.

No re-entry trajectories have been calculated for the initial

conditions corresponding to this package recovery study, but a case

corresponding to the maximum range 1034 point has been used to compute

the temerature history shown in Fig. 4.

Reference 1 presents an approximate analytical solution of the

equations of motion during the re-entry. These equations give reasonable
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values for the various trajectory variables until the curvature of the

path becoes large.

The maximum deceleration experienced by the body is given by

~0 ,

and the velocity at which it occurs is approximtely

v. 0.607 Vo

where V° and y.are the velocity and path angle respectively, at the

ncminal re-entry altitude.

The altitude for mxuimu deceleration can be found from the equation

for the density ratio which is

a 1
£ Poo (I eD

where a Is the constant In the exponent in the isotheml atmosphere

approximation a a e. The value of a is-about 4 z 10-5 per foot.
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nX. P1OTC!N mnN U RM .MEN=

Two steps can be taken to protect the payload from excessive

temperature rises. The aerodynamic heating of the outer shell can be

reduced through control of the re-entry flight path, and the payload can

be insulated from the outer csuing. First, let us oonuider the problem

of controlling the re-entry flight path.

For "dump ranges" (ranges on the surface of the earth from point of

impulse to impact) of a fev thousand milos the descending trajectory

resembles that of an IUW. The re-entry heating problem of MW war-

heads have been examined in detail by Carl Gsuley, Jr. (ef. 1). Hin

work demonstrates that as the ratio E is Increased, maxia•

deceleration occurs at successively higher altitudes and the total heating

per unit area decreases. The possibility suggests itself that a large

enough parachute would limit the total heating to such an extent that

conventional parachute fabrics vould retain their strength.

This has been investigated by Ouley, in an unpublished work, for

the example of a re-entering warhead attached to a parachute 10 ft in

diameter with a total weight of 3500 lb. Figure 4 shows the heating

experienced by such a device. The case was assumed to be an Insulated

skin of 0.05 in. stainless steel. The parachute vas constructed of

fiberglas cord ad cloth (designed with a factor of safety equal to 2)

and covered with an additional layer of cloth as a shield apinst the

high transient beating load.

This method of supplying a large drag area is a somewhat arbitrary

choice. To be suitable the device used should be able to expand its lieaer
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dimensions by one or tvo orders of magnitude wa yet weigh only a

fraction of the total package weight. One might consider such devices as

balloons (the parachutes might use balloons to ensure proper opening) or

structures which telescope or fan out. Hovever, as the design for any

such structures approaches minimum weight it begins to resemble the

design of a foil parachute. The inherent advantages of fabric (i.e.,

efficient packaing, non-continuous fnacture and heat pathj, etc.) suggest

a parachute f conventional construction.

The behavior of parachutes is knovn for reasonably dense pses and

for speeds up to low supersonic Mach numbers (haf. 2). For estimating

performance in rarified pass at hypersonic Mach numbers a "reaonable

extrapolation" vas made. Obviously, experimental investigation will be

necessary before performance can be predicted with confidence.

Peak aerodynamic heating occurs in a region of the atmosphere in

which little knowledge has been accumulated but where considerable interest

is now being directed. By conventional criterion the flow over the packagp

vill be well within the all-laminar regime (ignorance concerning transitioc

will not be critical). The mechanism of heat transfer to the parachute

cannot be well defined until the flow is better undeystood. The flow

and heat transfer have been assumed similar to those for a blunt body for

the temperature studies in this memorandum.

The shroud lines were treated as infinite, inclined cylinders for

the determination of heatin. The covering fabric on the lines would

probably lose most of its strength at mauim= te~erature, but all that

is required is that it hold together for about one minute.
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Figur 4 indicates directly how the temperature of & recOvery

package might be controlled. The tim-temperature curves could be In-

terpreted as applying to such a package if the parameter -C- were

equal for the two cases (from Fig. 3 the angle 7 Is seen to be simlar

to that for an ICBM).

In the case of the re-entering warhead the parachute would be de-

tached about 30 sec after re-entry to lessen warhead vulnerability to

interception. (The effect on the warhead skin temperature of retaining

the parachute Is indicated an Pig. 4 by a dashed line.) The recovery

pakae would retain its parachute until touchdown, not primarily because

of temperature considerations but because a longer descent time and

lover Impact velocity (about 17 ft/see) would aid in the successful

recovery of the package.

The skin temperature is a function not only of the flight path

( C )A and the skin properties, but also of the absolute size of the

packge (due to the dependence of the heat-transfer coefficient upon the

Reynold's number). This is, of course, included in the calculations

appended to this mmo but it is actually a second-order effect for

these qualitative considerations.

The payload can be insulated from the heated surface vith convention-

&I materials and techniques. Due to the transient nature of the heating

the Insulating material and the outer casing are more efficient if used in

a number of layers rather than a single layer. (This is in agreement with

the results shown In Ref. 3.)

Figure 5 illustrates the beating of an inner ease as a function of
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time for an outer skin raised to a constant elevated temperature. The

distribution of metal between the outer case and successive layers

within the fiberglas insulation is varied as follows: (a) outer and

Inner cases onlyj (b) one intermediate layer; and (a) two intermediate

layers. This figure demonstrates the ability to increase the insulating

effectiveness to allow for increased outer-case temperatures without the

addition of appreciable weight. In essence the heat capacity of the

insulation is Increased with no commenurate increase in conductivity.

In reality the temperatures of the outer case will begin to decrease

after the first half minute (i.e., dashed line in Fig. 4). The tempera-

tures of the outer case, interlayers, and inner case are plotted as

functions of time In Fig. 6.

It is worth noting that most of the heat Input to the intermediate

layers and the Inner case occurs after the outer case has started to cool.

Figure 7 shove the outer-case temperature for the transient condition and

the corresponding equilibrium temperature (determined for the altitude

and velocity as functions of time during descent). It appears that a

possible aid to the protection of the package might consist of the

ejection of the front outer layer after the initial heating has concluded.

The next layer exposed would rezin close to the equilibrium temperature

for the reminder of the flight path and the beating problem would be

correspondingly reduced. This technique Is conceptually very simple;

CD A
meohanically, it implies that the r of the ejected layer is less then

that of the remining package plus parachute (to eliminate Interference

with the parachute).
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WV. PACKAG LOCATION AFT IMPACT

Although it appears quite possible to bring the package through the

atmosphere in an undamaged condition there remains the problem of location

and recovery after impact. This problem is lessened considerably if the

parachute is retained till touchdown. A total descent time from dump

signal to impact of from 40 to 60 minutes allows ample time for the

package to be tracked, its final position predicted, and recover7

proceedings initiated. (A wmall radio beacon could be included for small

cost in weliht and it would facilitate tracking.)

The ease with which a package could be recovered In a direct function

of the predictability of its impact point. Figure 2 indicates the

sensitivity of rean to the elevation angle of the incremental thrust.

As shown, the effects of errors in this angle are minimized if the eagle

is chosen for ainimum reng. Angular errors of as mauch as +20 deg

could easily be tolerated if distance errors of as much as 100 n mi wre

acceptable.

Errors in azimuth of the incremental thrust will result in

proportional errors on the ground (e.g., for h - 150 mi and AV.W

2000 ft/sec an a•gular error in azimuth of +10 dog results in a ground

error of +35 n mi).

In the unlikely event of a high wind which is Invariant with altitude

these deviations could be approximately doubled. (This effect can be

estimated ahead of time.)
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V. SYS=4 VIZafl'

An estimate has been made of the veight penalties Involved If the

equipment necessary for successful recovery were included in a satellite

tage. Ths components of such a recovery system are illustated in Fig.

8.

The prim item for which all this effort Is being ade to assumed

to be exposed photographic film. Total weights derived for this

asumption will be conservative for payload itim of greater density and

decreased t4erature sensitivity. (The film Is assuend to be dema4pd

if It. temperature exceeds w 0 iF.)

fte component weights for a film weight of 50 lb are tabulated in

Table I for an orbital altitude of 150 at mi and a dump range of 2500 n ali.

The assumptions and procedures for determining theme weights are Included

in Appendix B, as Is the determination of total packa4e weight a a function

of film weight, altitude, and dump razng. This variation is shown in

Fig. 9.

Table I

riM MuIGHT (1b)

Film 50
Real 5

eaon (plum power, witching,
etc.) 10

Case + Insulation 45.8
Parachute (plus positive

opeiang device) 25.8

Solid ocket
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V1. DISCUICO OF RES

The problem of modifying the trajectory of an orbiting body so that

it will intersect the earth's surface at a specified time end location

appears to yield to simple, straightforvard techniques. The method

investigated here, that of using a rocket to chang the velocity vector

of the package to be recovered, is patticularly suitable when the

atmosphere and/or the orbital properties are not known accurately.

U"e of a rocket assues at least a gross control of the body's attitude-.

it would be sufficient to be able to point approximately downward.

The problem of protecting payload items from aerodynamic heating

during r. entry into the earth's atmosphere calls for two approaches,

both of which appear to be feasible. The payload can be insulated from

the heated surface with conventional materials and techniques; and the

aerodynamic heating of the outer shell can be reduced through control of

the reoentry flight path by means of a double-layered fiberglas parachute.

Fibers with better high-temperature characteristics than glass, such as

quartz, should be investigated. More knovledge is also needed about the

behavior of light, high-drag devices in a hypersonic, rarified gas

stream and about the reaction of parachute elements (double-layered or

otherwise) to highly transient heating loads.

When sufficient knowledge and control are available, one might con-
sider flying an orbiting body at a critically low altitude and coamading
significant increases In drag to effect a return.
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The final problem, that of locating the payload after impat,

does not appear to be of unusual difficulty. A small radio beacon and,

possibly, flotation gear contained in the recovery package appear to

offer a reasonable solution. The long descent timns MI&t permit air-

borne units to be in the ismediate vicinity vhon the packag reaches the

surface.

In conclusion it may be said that the successful recovery of use-

ful material from orbiting vehicles appears to be an attractive possi-

bility. Because of the preliminary nature of this study no conclusive

Judgment can be made of the method outlined here for returning payloads,

but the inherent simplicity of this method suggests that it be given

further attention.
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Appendix A

DEEMI~TION 0F PROTECV CASE TD4PERA1MJ

The efficacy of an insulating layer when protecting against highly

transient heating loads is a function of two of its properties, the

conductivity and the heat capacity. Low conductivity and high heat

capacity are desirable, but are generally incompatible in a homogeneous

material.

The heat capacity of an insulating layer can be increased by the

insertion of discrete layers of a material of high conductivity and

large Meat capacity. If these layers are oriented perpendicular to the

direction of heat flow, and if the structure of the insulating material

is fine compared to the interval between layers the conductivity of the

insulating layer will not be increased.

This. effect can be demnstrated as follows--a step function is

assumed for the temperature of an outside wall, (i.e., for t < 0,

Tv - 800F and for t - 0, Tw , 7000F). The effectiveness of an insulation,

composed of a total of 2 in. of fiberglas and 0.10 in. of steel, is

investigated for the following conditions: (a) a conventional arrangement

of a 2 in. slab of fiberglas backed by a 0.10 in. skin of steel; (b) 2

slabs of fiberglas, each 1 in. thick, separated by a 0.05 in. sheet of

steel, and a 0.05 in. inner case; and (c) 3 slabs of fiberglas, each

0.667 in. thick, separated by 0.033 in. steel sheets, and an inner case

of 0.033 in. steel.

For each of these three conditions the temperature of the inner

case was determined as a function of time using the following physical
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properties--

conductivity of fiberglas, ho a 0.02I B

specific heat of fiberglas, a a 0 (assumed)

conductivity of steel, he a u (assumed)

specific heat of steel, a a 0.12

The results of this calculation are plotted in Fig. 5, The definie.

transient advantage of multiple layers is dimonstrated,.

The Insulating effectiveness of category (a) has been investigted

for an outer vall exhibiting the temperature history of an insulated skin

(of equal thickness, I.e., 0.05 in.) re-entering the atmosphere along the

trajectory plotted in Fig. 10. This trajectory was determined for a re,,

entering varlead but, as can be seen in Fig. 3, It falls well within the

range of trajectories expected from re-entering orbiting bodies.

The following assumptions governed the determination of the outer

wall temperature. It was conservatively assumed that the surface areas

effective in convection and radiation were equal. (The expression for the

convective heat transfer coefficient i s based on area projected in the

velocity direction, while that for radiation is based on total area.)

Atmospheric properties were obtained from Ref. 4.

The temperatures of the outer case and of the inner layers are

plotted as functions of time in Fig. 6. It appears possible to protect

a re-entering payload using relatively simple techniques.
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Appendix B

DETE94INATION OF SYSTEM WEIGHTS

The techniques and mechanisms employed in recovering film from a

satellite can be examined in terms of the orbiting weights that are implied.

Component weights have been estimated for an elementary system (see Fig. 8)

using the fofloving assumptions:

The film and reel and the radio beacon, plus its power, switching,

etc., were assumed to have over-all specific gravities of approximately

0.5. With efficient packaging they might be enclosed within a surface

area equal to twice that for a sphere of equal volume. Of this area

three-quarters is covered by complete insulation (an outer case of 0.05

in. steel followed by three equal layers of 0.667 in. fiberglas and 0.033

in. steel) and the remaining one-quarter is covered by the inner 0.033 in.

steel only. The density of steel is taken as 485 lb/ft 3 and that of

fiberglas as 7 lb/ft 3

Starting with an arbitrary film weight, increasing it by 10 per cent

to allow for the reel, and adding 10 lb for the beacon, etc., the total

weight of the insulated package can be determined. The size and weight

of the required parachute can be determined directly knowing the package

weight, the area-weight ratio of the parachute, and stipulating that the
CA

ratio, C-D , for the package-parachute combination should equal 4.

(CD = 1.4, Ref. 3).

Parachute weights were determined for double-layered elements through-

out and a 100 per cent margin of safety on the inner, load-carrying members.

A ratio of 0.06 lb/ft 2 was used. The parachute weights determined in this

fashion were increased by 10 per cent to allow for positive opening devices.
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If the total weight of the package plus parachute 1 known, the size

of rocket can be determined that is needed to accomplish the specified

deceleration. The specific impulse for a solid rocket was assumed to be

200 sec and the ratio of propellant weight to total rocket weight (V7)

to be 0.6.6

The aforementioned methods were used to estimate total weights as

functions of film weight, altitude and dump range. This relationship

is plotted in Fig. 9. Table I itemizes the component weight* for a

system returning 50 lb from a 150 mi orbit with a dump ranp of 2500 n mi.

The weight estimates do not include effects on the design of the

orbiting stage. The structure of the orbiting vehicle should accoomodate

the recovery system so that its components would require a minim= of

readjustment before firing.

&These assumptions introduce a considerable degree of conservatim.
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